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ABSTRACT

Name : Ince Fachrunnisa M.
Reg. Number : 40300113162
Major : English and Literature
Faculty : Adab and Humanities
Title : Moral Values in Robin Hood Movie by Ben Chandler (2018)
Supervisor I : Hj. Nahdhiyah, S.S., M. Pd.
Supervisor II : Dr. Faidah Yusuf, S.S., M. Pd.

This study aims to analysis about Moral Values In Robin Hood Movie By Ben Chandler
(2018). This research applied qualitative method where the data were analyzed through Sam
Harris theory about moral values. The researcher used note taking as the instrument of the
research. The researcher found that there were five moral values describe in Robin Hood movie
(2018). Therefore, this research can be concluded that the Moral Values in Robin Hood Movie by
Ben Chandler (2018) are Tolerance, Belief, Kind-Hearted, Honesty, and Responsibility.

Keywords: Moral Values, Movie, Character, literature.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1. Background

Language is one of the main parts in life. Language, communication and

human being are there components that cannot be separated from each other.

Language is very important in our lives. People at least use one language to

convey and express their ideas, desire and feelings through communication

process with others. As Chaer and Leony state that by language one can talk with

others, express his desires, his feeling and his ideas (Chaer and Leony, 1995:22).

It is a means of communication between individuals and it also brings them into

relationship with their environment. Therefore, language is social learned

behavior (Lim Kiat Bucy, 1975:3).

Edward Sapir (2010) in Muhammad Basuni (2010:13) stated that language

is “ a guide to social reality and human beings at the mercy of the language that

has become the medium of expression for their society”. Language is also a social

phenomenon. It is a means of communication between individuals and brings

them into relationship with environment (Boey, 1975:3).

In communication, language used by people is influenced by social

factors. Such as: Social status, education age, socio economic, profession and

many other (Allan G Jihnson, 1986:69). So, language and society are two things,

which are inseparable. They have close relationship since each other support

another. Kartomiharjo (1988:3-4) states that a society dwelling in a  certain region
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is generally divisible into smaller groups. They formed by ethnic, profession,

religion, ideology, socio-economic, education and others.

Most of movie adopted from real stories in the world and the other

adopted from books or novel. For example, the movies that adopted from novel

are Harry Potter, Twilight, The Lord of The Ring, etc. According to Christopher

(n.d) movie includes line of dialogue and depicts obvious development of

character that explicitly communicate meaning to the people. Explicitly content is

perhaps some sort of “moral of story” or socio-political attitide that the filmmaker

is expressing directly through the mouths and actions of the characters. By using

movie, people can educated moral, education, social, cultures values and etc.

Movie is a media that can educate people and enable to improve them

understanding on specific subject though visual. Movie is a media that have

important influence in giving information and as a tool to deliver messages to

audience or people. The massages can be positive or negative depend on audience,

because movie show to audience by visualization. According to Yousuf and

Dadabhoy (2013) movie is able to show the audience an image therefore can

present themselves to the viewers lucidly. Most of people engage the messages

clearly from the movie, but some people difficult to engage it. One of the

messages that we catch in movie is about moral values.

Moral value in among the sensual and aesthetic value on an equal footing.

Some non-moral values for instance that of fishing are subject transmutation of

means into ends, and some accurse in other ways. But so it in particular with

moral values: some accurse by transmutation of means into ends, through training,
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and some perhaps require no training. Moral value training has been neglected or

has proved feasible. Their ordering of values has remained in such a state that

these persons stand to maximize their satisfactions by battening on our good

behavior cheating on their own. The moral values tend by virtue of their social

character to be more uniform from person to person, within a culture, than many

sensual and aesthetic values. (Goldman and Kim, 1978).

Moral value is the values that express ideas about good life. There is

constant debate about which values constitute the good life. Moral value is logic

term that a principle or action or character of human is true or false and good or

bad. Social morality defines how we respond to our environment, our immediate

community and the world community. According to Johnston (2002) moral values

is expressed in attitudes that become visible in opinions and concrete behavior.

Attitudes based on moral values refer to society life, being with others, and the

reflective view one’s own indentify.

Cultural element, moral message, educations, lifestyle, politics, and

history contained in the movie. Value also found in movie. Values is in the movie

contains the values which can use by teacher to transform the education side.

Teachers not only teach about English only but also teacher transforms the value

to make the students good attitude. Movie can be a good media to learn english

language and get the feedback of positive value. People can absorb the positive

value which can be learned by watching the movie.

The value in the movie with inspiring themes are the best of all to be seen

and be investigated by the writer. One of the inspiring movies is “Robin Hood” is
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a legendary villain known by the people of England. According to legend, Robin

Hood was an accomplished archer and swordsman. It is said that Robin Hood was

a noble figure who had fought in the Crusades. Robin Hood then returned to his

native land in England. Up in England the land had been taken by the sheriff of

Nottingham. From Robin Hood’s folklore it is described as being born in a class

of noble domestic helpers. In the 2018 Robin Hood movie this time is somewhat

different, especially from the costume worn.

Normally, moral has a close relationship with character, because moral is

reflected by character. Character is an element of fiction and moral actually is one

of four levels of characterization. Morality is an essensial issue in character-

building. Some moral values can be found in stories cited in Al-Qur’an and many

of them are from the works of literature. In the story of Yusuf in Al-Qur’an the

education of moral value is relevant with his present lives such as the attitude of

openness and communication, upholding justice, the wisdom of the head of the

family, patience and professionalism. It means that human beings must have such

a moral that will be worthy for now and later on, whether for social and religious

moral.

Talking about moral values it is the goal of eduvcation to shape the

students to have a good character and to reflect a good moral in the future. Moral

values has an important element in this life. It can guide people to have a better

point of view on how to live in society. Moral values are a set of important

guiding principles for individuals among other principles such as values related to
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competence. Moral values is the quality of someone’s behavior which is wrong or

right, bad or good.

Adapting movie from went is not a bad idea, adaption Ben Chandler can

be an example for adapters or the supporters Robin Hood. Adaption has relation

with Al Maidah verse 5:8:ss

               
                 
     

Translation:

O ye who believe! Be steadfast witnesses for Allah in equity, and let not

harted of many people seduce you that ye deal not justly. Deal justly, that is

nearer to your duty. Observe your duty to Allah. Lo! Allah is Informed of what ye

do.

This verse tells believers to carry out their deeds and work carefully,

honestly, and sincerely because of Allah. both work related to matters of religion

and work related to matters of worldly life. because only then can they be

successful and get the return they expect and indeed we have reared, we have

brought up our children with the best knowledge, intellect and form. After the

death of his body is considered holy and so on. And we transport them by car.

And the ocean by boat. And we give them good taste, and we excel them on many
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of the creatures we create, such as livestock and wildlife. With the perfect

advantage.

You would have thought that God always keep us everything we are

where, and this ayah proves that in the Qur’an there are many existential, such us;

dread despair, responsibility, alienation, nothingness and so on. To give the reader

the insights.

Literature can be simply defined as a creative activity, a work of art.

Literature has a purpose to entertain the readers. The researcher wants to analyze

Robin Hood movie by Ben Chandler (2018). This movie can be classified as

populer fiction. Popular faction is a literary works that are arranged with the

consideration to satisfy popular waching tastes or market.

2. Research Question

Based on the background above, the researcher formulated the following

research question how are the moral values presented in Robin Hood movie by

Ben Chandler (2018)?

3. Objective of Research

Based on the research question above, and then the researcher determine

the objective research as follow:

To find out moral values presented in Robin Hood movie by Ben Chandler

(2018).

4. Significance of the Research

The researcher hoped the result of this study can be contribute to the

development of moral values taken from Robin Hood movie by Ben Chandler
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(2018). The researcher also hopes that this research can contribute the

development of literary study,and also to remind the readers the importance of

moral values and also implements it in daily activity.

5. Scope of Research

In this research, the researcher deeply examined about the moral values in

the Robin Hood movie by Ben Chandler (2018).
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Previous Findings

Rafy Fitriani (2015) in her thesis entitled “An Analysis of Moral Values in

novel “Oliver Twist” by Charles Dickens. This research aims to discussed about

the moral values as found on “Oliver Twist” novel. The moral values were found

out by using sociological theory. The method used in this research is descriptive

qualitative by the Monex theory. The result of this is there ara some moral values

found in this research such as steadfastness, sympathetic to others, bravery,

honesty, cooperativeness, thankfulness, and kind-hearted.

Fanni Yasa (2014) in her thesis entitled “The Analysis of Moral Values

Found in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s Short Story “The Golden Touch” and Its

Application in English Language Teaching”. The purpose of this thesis is to find

out and analyze the moral values shown in the story “ The Golden Touch “ and

the application in English Language Teaching. The method used in this research is

qualitative research by using Hornby theory. The result of the research showed

that the main character was King Midas, and the supporting character were

Marygold and The Stranger. There are some moral values found in this story.

There are the good, the noble, richness of experiences and purity. For the positive

moral found moral values that represent love, care, responsibility, wise, regretful,

self-confidence. For negative moral values found arrogant, greedy, gripe and

avaricious.
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Ibnusina Irvany (2014) with tittle “An Analysis on Moral Values As Seen

In “Rise Of the Guardians” Movie. The purpose of this study is to analyze the

moral values in “Rise of The Guardians” movie and to reveal the social cultural

background used in the movie. The researcher used descriptive qualitative method

by using Eyre Theories about moral value . The instrument of this research was

the movie of Rise of the Guardian. The moral values found of this movie are

responsibility, honesty, love and affection, strong believe, enthusiasm, bravery,

goodhearted, loyalty, peace loving, perseverance, sacrificing for other, sincerity

and self-confidence.  From analyzing moral values hopefully it can build the good

character for us as a future teacher and finally we can give an inspiration to the

students.

Based on previous findings above the researcher conclude that the

differences is they used different object, both of them used novel and short story,

whereas this research used movie as an object of research. Rafy Fitriani’s research

used sociological theory with the result that moral value describe in this movie are

steadfastness, sympathetic to others, bravery, honesty, cooperativeness,

thankfulness, and kind-hearted. While, Fanni Yasa was found in her research

found the positive moral and negative moral that describe in the short story “The

Golden Touch” by Nathaniel Hawthorne’s. Whereas the similarity is all three is

using moral value theory described in literary work.
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B. Partinents Ideas

1. Literature

Literature is a reflection of life. Some experts have different opinions on

their definition about literature related to the time and social condition. Those

different opinions are caused by the complexities of literature over as the life.

Jones incited in Ima (2012:2) states that literature is simply another way we can

experience the word around us through our imagination. Literature in broades

sense, includes all written materials. Into this general grouping fall history books,

philosophical works, novel, poem plays, scientific articles, dictionaries,

instructional manuals, travel folders, magazines, school texbooks.

Literature according to Ima (2013:3) Literature is a medium through which

a person can convey his or her ideas or protest against different norms of society.

Those works that deal with a normal issue are particulary purpose in mind. An

author can cammunicate with the readers of a literary work if they can understand

what the author wants to send. The author expresses his or her feeling, thought,

ideas, or arguments about the social issues by writing those issues in a form

literary work.

Literary work has two main elements, which can be analyzed. They are

intrinsict elements or objective appoach and extrinsic elements. Intrinsic element

(object element) is elements of literary work that build up the structure of literary

work itself. Plot, character, setting, theme, point of view, style and atmosphere are

the examples of the instrinsic elements. Sukada (1987: 47) stated that instrinsic
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element are the whole elements which build up a literary work. Literature is

human proposal expression especially thought, feeling, enthusiasm, and concept

in a certain description.

The study of literature that is an interdisciplinary study is growing and

eventually unifies the study of literature with many other studies, such as

psycology, sociology, antropology, and others. It creates new approaches in the

study of literature, such as the psycology of literature, sociology, and others. It

creates new approaches in the study of literature. Basically, psicology of literature

built up on genesis assumptions which had relation to psychiatric aspect the

author. In modern era, sometimes, the authors lost their control and make a

negative literary work, such as make a porn novel and movie which has high

opportunity to influence the other. Based on those reason, psycology of literature

is seen very important to be learn  to know what the author or director want

(Minderop, 2011:54).

Psycology can be used as a support in the research on a literary work.

Psycology of literature consider the relationship and the role of psycology itself.

While psycology in literature analyzing the character that is in the work which is a

description of human himself regardless of whether he is a fictional character.

Also, not only from its character, psycology of the author and the readers are also

important because it can affect the analyzing of a literary work. It stated by

Warren and Wellek (1989-90) that the term psycology has four understanding.

The first is to study psycology as a type or a person. The second is a study of the
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creative process. The third is the studioud type of psycological law in the literary

work. And the fourth is the impact of the literary work toward the psycology of

the readers.

2. Movie

Movie become so familiar in this era. Movie can make people enjoy when

people watching it. By movies, people can get inspiration, ideas, knowledge, learn

some new from the movies, and many other things. By watching the movies the

audience can begin to feel, enjoy, angry, happy, fear, sad many emotion. That will

be interested when somebody to seriously understanding the movie by watching

the setting, plot, dialogue, and characters of the movie. Movie is form of

entertainment that gives visualization through a sequence of image giving some

pictures of continous movement and it is also called term that create story into

motion picture completed by audio and as a form dramatic performance that is

recorded as a movieng image, even it is added special efects to make a

magnificent image.

Moreover, movie is truly a motion picture a flowing, ever changing

streaming of image and sounds sparkling with freshness and vitality all its own a

fluid blend of image, sound, and motion prossessed by a restless complulsion to

be vibrantly alive, to avoid the quiet and the static (M. Boggs Joseph and W.

Petrie Dennis, 2000:112).
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Movie itself has kinds of genre, below are the genres of movie:

a. Action

Action films usually include high enery, big-budget physical stunts and

chases, possibly with rescues, battle, fights, escapes, destuctive crises

(floods, explosions, natural disaters, fire, etc.) non-stop motion,

spectaculer rhythm and pacing, and adventurous, often two-

dimensional “good-guy” heroes (or recently, heroines) battling “bad-

guy”- all designed for pure audience escapism.

b. Adventure

Adventure films are usually exciting stories, with new expreriences or

exotic locales, very similar to or often paired with the action film

genre. They can include traditional swashbucklers, serialized films and

historical spectacles (similar to the epics film genre), searches or

expreditions for lost continents, “jungle” and “desert” epics, treasure

hunts, disaster films, or searches for the unknown.

c. Comedies

Comedies are light-hearted plots consistently and deliberately design

to amuse and provoke laughter (with one-liners, jokes, etc.), by

exaggerating the situation, the language, action relationships and

characters. This section describes various forms of comedy through

cinematic history, including slapstick, screwball, spoofs and parodies,

romantic, comedies, black comedy (dark satiratical comedy), and

more.
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d. Crime

Crime (gangster) films are developed around the sinister actions of

criminals or mobsters, particularly bank robbers, underworld figures,

or ruthless hoodlums who operate outside the law, stealing and

mudering their way though life. Criminal and gangster films are often

categorized as film noir or detective-mystery film- because of

underlying similaries between these cinematic forms. This category

includes a description of various serial killer’ films.

e. Drama

Dramas are serious, plot-driven presentations, portaying realistic

characters, settings, life situations, and story involving intense

character development and interaction. Usually, they are not focused

on special-effects, comedy, or action. Dramatic films are probably the

largest film genre, with many many subsets.

f. Epics

Epics include costume dramas, historical dramas, war films, medieval

romps, or “period pictures” that often cover a large expanse of time set

set against a vast panoramic backdrop. Epics often there elements of

the elaborate adventure films genre. Epics often share elements of the

imagined event, mythic, legendary, or heroic figure, and add an

extravagant setting and lash costumes, accompanied by grandeur and

spectacle, dramatic scope, high production valus, and a sweeping

musical score. Epics are often a more spectacular, lavish version of a
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biopic film. Some “sword and sandal” films (Blibical epics of films

occurring during antiquity) qualify as a sub-genre.

g. Horror

Horror films are to frighten and to invoke our hidden worst fears, often

in a terrifying, shocking finale, while captivating and entertaining us at

the same time in a cathartic experience. Horror films feature a wide

range of style, from the earliest silent Nosferatu classic, to today’s CGI

monster and deranged humans. They are often combined with science

fiction when the manace or monster is related to a corruption of

technology, or when Earth is threatened by aliens. They fantasy and

supernatural film genres are not usually synonymous with the horror

genres. There are many sub-genres of horrors, slashes, teen terror,

serial killers, satanic, Dracula, Frankenstein, etc.

h. Musical

Musical/dance films are cinematic forms that emphasize full-scale

scores or song and dance routines in a significant way (usually with a

musical or dance performance integrated as part of the film narrative),

or they are films that are centered on combinations of music, dance,

song or choreography. Major subgenres imclude the musical comedy

or the concert film.

i. Science Fiction

Sci-fi films are often quasi-scientific, visionary and imaginative-

complete with heroes, aliens, distants planets, impossible quests
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improbable settings, fantastic places, great dark and shadowy villains,

futuristic technology, unknown and unknowable force, and

extraordinary monster (things or creature from space), either created

by mad scientists or by nuclear havoc. They are sometimes an offshoot

of fantasy film, or they share some similarities with action/adventure

films. Science fiction often expresses the potential of technology to

destroy human kid and easily overlaps with horror films particularly

when tecnology are alien life forms become malevolent, as in the

“Atomic Age” of sci-fi films in the 1950s.

j. War

War (and anti-war) films acknowledge the horror and heartbreak of

war, letting the actual combat fighting (against nations or humankind)

on land, sea, or in the air provide the primary plot or background for

the action of the action of the film. War films are often paired with

other genres, such as action, adventure, drama, romance, comady

(black) suspense, and even epics and westerns, and they often take a

denunciatory approach toward warfare. They may include POW tales,

stories of military operations, and training.

k. Western

Western are the major defining genre of the America film industry

colony to the early days of the expansive American frontier. They are

one of the oldest, most enduring genres with very recognizable plots,

element, and characters (six-guns, horses dusty towns and trails,
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cowboys, imdians, etc). Over time westerns have been re-defined, re-

invented and expanded, dismissed, re-discovered, and spoofed.

3. The Concept of Value

A value is a belief that something is good and desirable. Values are general

guidelines that define what is important and worth striving for. Values represent a

wide variety of ideas and beliefs about the ands that men sould pursue in their life.

A value provides goals or aims. According to Benninga in Hadil’s book, the term

“value” may suggest that judgments or right and wrong, lofty and base, just and

unjust, and more personal preferences, that thing are useful as individuals  happen

to value them (Benninga: 1999:131). Value is something that pleases, something

that love, and in short value is something good. Value have good connotation

(Bertens: 2000:139).

Actually, values has been discussed by the philoshers from 50s until 60s.

In the last of 19 centuries it had a position and discussed explicitly, althought it

had been implicitly discussed and played a role since Plato gave the concept of

“good”. That was the emergence of new branch in Philosophy that was known as

axiology or “the theory of value” (Bertens, 2005: 139-140). While in the concept

of value in Philoshopy is a little bit different to the concept of value ub Literature.

In Literature, value is discussed work that have to be conveyed to reader. Here,

moral is seen has a similiraty to the theme, because both of them stated can be

interpreted as the main point which constructs the literary work (Nurgiyantoro,

2010: 320).
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Moral in the literary work usually reflects the belief of the author about the

concept of “goodness”. That belief will be conveyed to the readers or listener,

Further, Kenny in Nurgiyantoro (2010: 321-322) state that moral seen as the

message of the whole story. It can be used as the “guidelines” to be the role

model.

Educational value is concerned with the development of desirable stats of

mind in the transmission of what is worthwhile to those who themselves come to

care about these valuable things. Cooper (1986:15) states that educational values

is the concept of value and rule that leads how to the proper concept of a person,

or an understanding that other people count or graphs of other people count or

grasp of other people emotion. Educational values related to develop other

aspects: personality, morals and ethics, etc that has relation to this education.

According to Nurgiyantoro (2010: 322) value of lesson learned that is

gotten by the readers or the listeners is always in a good. Thus if literary work

displayed the less paiseworthy character, it doesn’t mean that the author suggested

the audiences to be so. Moreover, the uses of value and valution are various and

conflicting even among philosophers, but they may perhaps be sorted put as

follow:

a. Value (in singular) is something used as an abstract noun in a narrower

sense to cover only that to which such terms as good, desirable, or

worthwhile are properly appiel and in a wider sense to cover in
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addition, all kinds of rightness, obligation, virtue, beauty, truth, and

holiness.

b. Value is also used like temperature to cover the whole range of a scale-

plus, minus, or indifferent: what is on plus side is then called positive

value and what is on the minus side, negative value.

c. “Value” refers to what is valued, judged to have value, thought to be

good, or desired. Such phrases are also used to refer to what people

think is right or ibligatory and even to whatever they believe to be true.

Behid this widespread usege lies the convert assumption that nothing

really has objective value, that value means being valued and good

means being though good. But the term value is also used to mean.

4. Moral Value

Moral value concerns with the view of the goodness or badness of

human action and characters. Morality refers to concern with what is good or right

in people’s relationship with each other. Understanding morality is to be spesific

about definitions of good (or bad) and right (or wrong), since these terms can be

used in several different way (Sternberg, 1994: 938). So, the moral value can be

guiding an individual how to evaluate right and wrong. And can differentiate

between the right and wrong behavior.

There are some kinds of moral values that were argued by Sam Harris

(2010:29) such as :

a. Tolerance
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Tolerance is willingness to accept behaviour and beliefs which are

different from one and other, although you might not agree with or

approve of them. Harris (2010:33) argued that there are very

practical concerns that follow from the glib idea that anyone is free

to value anything. The most consequential being that  is precisely

what allows highly educated, secular, and otherwise well-

intentioned people to pause thoughtfully, and often interminably,

before condemning practices. Thus, everyone sometimes needs to

understand other different belief and behavior.

b. Belief

Belief is a state or habit on mind in which trust, confidence,

reliance, is place in some person or thing. Belief is something

believed, statement or body of statement held by the advocates of

any class of views, conviction of the truth of some statement or the

reality of some being or phenomenon, especially when based on an

examination of the ground for accepting it as true or real. (Webster:

1981:200).

c. Kind-hearted

Kind is the equivalent of what has offered or received. Kind is

applying more often to the disposition to sympath and helpfulness.

Kindly is stressing more the expression of the sympathetic, helful

nature, mood or impluse (a kind person with a kindly interest in the

problem of other). Kindheared is having sympathetic nature:
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humane, compassionate. Kindheartedness is the quality or state of

being kindhearted (Setyoasih, 2015:22)

d. Honesty

Honesty is estimable character, fairness and straight forwardness of

conduct or adherence to be fact. Honesty is from subterfuge or

duplicate truthfulness, and sincerity (webster, 1981: 1086).

e. Responsibility

Being responsible is to have control and authority over something

or someone and the duty of taking care of it or them (Walter,

2008). Social responsibility is an ethical framework and suggests

that an entity, be it an organization or individual, has an obligation

to act for the benefit of society at large. Social responsibility is a

duty every individual has to perform so as to maintain a balance

between the economy and the ecosystems.

Moral values are the result of process comprehension implementing of

God and humanity values in life. These values will guide human knowledge and

creativity appropriately (Linda and Eyre, 1997: 73).

Moral values can be divided into two groups as follows:

a. The value of being is a value within human being involved into the

behavior and the way we treat others, which include values of being
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are: honesty, bravery, peace, love, confidence, protection, discipline,

sincerity, knowing boundaries, and suitability.

b. The value of giving is a value that need to be practiced or provided

which would then be accepted as giving, which include values of being

are: loyalty, trustworthy, respect, love, affection, sensitive, altruism,

kindness, friendliness, fair, and humane.

Moral is divided into two parts; they are personal moral and social moral.

Personal moral defines how we personally respond to life from or within our own

integrity,  and  within  our  own  personal  values.  Social  moral  defines how  we

respond to our environment, our immediate community and the world community.

We  are  all  personally  guided  by  our  own  sense  of  what  is  right  and

wrong. Socially, we must be guided as well. In literature moral is a message or a

lesson to be learned from a story or event.

According to Ress (1973: 57) of  the basic resources available to us from

ethics (“moral philosophy,” in an older terminology). Normative ethics the kind I

mainly want to discuss has traditionally considered chiefly three related questions.

First, the character question:  what is a morally good person? More specifically,

What character traits are moral virtues? Second, the conduct question: What ought

we to do, especially in distributing benefits and burdens among us say, health care

and military responsibilities—and in regulating our conduct? Third, the value

question: What things in life are good as ends, worth seeking for their own sake

and not just as means to something else? Our view of these goods will largely
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determine the kind and content of the education we support. It will also influence

what we care about.

In a literary work, moral value is like a theme which is expressed in the

body of a story. A moral value is something that the researcher tries to convey to

the readers. It is the knowledge to be presented in a story. In general, moral can be

defined as the distinction between good and bad, right and wrong with regard to

attitudes, behavior, character, etc (Nurgiyantoro,2002:172).

Webster (1979:589) states that moral is concerned with the principles of

right or wrong conduct. In general, a value means a quality of being useful or

worthwhile or important, whereas moral values mean moral or profesional

standard of behavior (Hornby,1995:1441). Moral values in literary works then,

mean the principle of right or wrong behaviors which are worthwhile and

important in a literary work to be conveyed to the readers to improve their moral

standards.

5. Plot

According to Abrams (1999:224) plot it constituted by its events and

actions, as there rendered and ordered toward achieving particular artistic and

emotional effects. Plot is about every events which happens in the story and

related to each other, it is constructing a conflict in a story. The presence of plot in

a drama should be simple and understandable for the audience due to the length of

the performance, it is also noted that the amount of the characters in a story
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influences the plot. Therefore plot would be sipler if the number of the characters

is a little. (Wellek: 1997).

According to Hancock (2010: 67), plot is a sequence of events that occurs

to characters in situations in the beginning, middle, and end of a story. In

conventional stories, plot has three main parts. Rising, action, climax, and falling

action leading to a resolution or denourment. There are three major parts to a liner

plot: Beginning- the character and setting are introduced, and the central

conflict/problem of the story is revealed. Usually the main character sets a goal to

overcome the conflict/problem, or s/he may set a goal that creares a

conflict/problem. Middle- the main character participates in a series of events or

attempts to reach the goal that leads to a resolution of the conflict/problem. End-

the main character may or may not reach his/her goal, thus resolving the

conflict/problem.

Plot is important elements of fiction or literary work, even most of the

people consider it as the important element among the other element of film, such

as characterization, theme, point of view. Aristoteles says that plot is the soul of

tragedy. The plot is the soul of a story. It may be the soul of fiction. In narrative

work, it is the structure of its action. It is the outline of the story. It is the

arrangement of important event and problems to the story.

The plot is very important in a film, because without plot, a work can‟t be

considered as a play.Plot in the story has role as the tale teller, which becomes

concerned with the relationship among the events and problems to be resolved
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that are implicit in those events. Plot is the highest important of film in expressing

the meaning of a work. The plot in a dramatic work is the structure of its action.

The plot contains conflicts and messages. Such as plot relationships are most

commonly those causes and effects.
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CHAPTER III

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

1. Research method

This part explains about rsearch design used in this study, and the

cosideration of applying the research design. Research design can be defined ass

all of researchher’s plan and strategy to answer research problems of study. Ary et

al (2010:426) stated that research design is the researcher’s plan of how to

proceed to gain an understanding of some groups or some phenomenon’s in its

natural setting. Research design used in this study was library research or contents

analysis. According to Ary et al (2010:452), content analysis belongs to

qualitative approach is one in which the inquirer often makes knowledge claims

based primarily on constructivist perspective (Creswell, 2003:18).

In this research, the researcher used descriptive qualitative method.

According to Sukardi (2003:11) Descriptive research is a method of research

which trying to picture out and interprets the object as in the fact. So, in this study

descriptive reseach is conducted in the purpose to describe systematically about

the fact and characteristic of the object or subject accurately. Descriptive research

is also called as non-experiment research, because in this research does not need

to give control and manipulate the research variable. Design research is

processing in used planning and performance research research (E. A. Suchman,

1967:307). In a research, the researcher must determine the reseacher design of

this strategies, method or steps to be taken by a research in conducting research.
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2. Source of Data

In this research, the researcher took the data from the movie “Robin Hood

Movie (2018) by Ben Chandler to analyzed the moral value by using Sam Harris

(2010:29) theory. This movie was released in 2018, direcred by Otto Bathurust

and has duration 116 minutes.

3. Instrument of The Research

In collecting data, the researcher used note taking, according to Ray

(2015:24) note taking is a system for recording information which requires the

researcher to use cards. The information included the script, duration and related

information.

4. Procedure of Collecting Data

In order to collect data, the researcher conducted the following procedures

of collecting data :

1. First, the reseacher watched the movie “Robin Hood by Ben Chandler

(2018)” carefully.

2. Second, the researcher identified the data which were taken by using

note taking.

3. The reseacher wrote down the data on the note cards about moral

values and how the the values presented in “Robin Hood by Ben

Chandler (2018)” movie.
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4. Then, the researcher classified data that related to the object of the

research.

5. Finally, the researcher made conclusion.

5. Technique of Data Analysis

The researcher analized the data which contains the moral values and how

the moral values presented in “Robin Hood (2018)” movie  by using Sam Harris

theory. Then, the researcher drew conclusion based on the data analysis.
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CHAPTER IV

FINDING AND DICUSSION

A. Findings

In this chapter, the researcher presents findings and discussion that had

been done. It covers the questions that had been mentioned in the chapter one. The

explanations in this chapter are about moral value based on the research questions.

Moral value is to be spesific about defenitions of good or bad, right or

wrong , since this terms can be used in several different ways. Moral values in

literary works then, mean the principle of right or wrong behaviors which are

worthwile and important in a literary work to be conveyed to the readers to

improve their moral standard.

Kinds of moral values portrayed in this movie based on Sam Harris theory

(2010:29) are :

a. Tolerance

Tolerance is willingness to accept behaviour and beliefs which are

different from one and other, although you might not agree with or

approve of them.

Datum 1 (Robin and Gisbourne fight and they are still remember their

memori when they were war in Arab 1:37:14-1:37:26)
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Gisbourne : Kill me. Kill me, Loxley.

Robin : I’m not gonna kill you. You saved my life back in

the deseart. I’m not gonna take yours now.

Gisbourne : I am God’s true soldier, Loxely. I deserve a....

Marian : He had it coming.

The citizens of Nottingham unite and try to attack the government which

will bring all the property they have collected from the people. When the attack

was carried out, there was an extraordinary riot and at that time Robin and his

troops tried to steal the property to be sent, but he was blocked and immediately

attacked by Gisbourne. A fight broke out between the two and Robin succeeded in

bringing down Gisbourne but Robin could not bear to kill Gisbourn because he

felt he owed his life to Gisbourne who had saved his life in the war against the

Arabs first. so Robin released Gisbourne and left him even though at that time he

had the opportunity to finish off Gisbourne who was an elite army of Nottingham.
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Datum 2 ( Yahya explain to Sheriff when Yahya in locked up in the jail

1:23:47-1:24:15)

Sheriff : It’s gonna make breaking it so much sweeter. I’m a killer.

Yahya : I was born into this war but I’ve never met a man who had

his killing coming as much as you do. You’re gonna

wanna believe in god. You’re gonna want to see his face

and think that something can save you. But, you’ll see

my face and that’s the last thing you’ll see. InsyaAllah!

Shariff : (Leave Yahya in the Jail).

For the second time Robin did his action again to steal coins collected by

the government from citizens and this time he was assisted by Yahya so he could

easily escape, at that time Robin managed to bring a lot of coins to be distributed

again to the citizens but the action was realized by government forces until he

pursued. Yahya immediately picked Robin on a horse-drawn carriage and tried to

escape but they were driven away and surrounded by troops until finally Yahya
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sacrificed himself so that Robin could escape. Until Yahya was taken prisoner and

imprisoned, he was attacked by the Sheriff until the sheriff denigrated his religion

which is the religion of Islam. The Sheriff continued to provoke Yahya's anger but

Yahya remained patient with the Sheriff and explained that someday God would

show His greatness and miracles to the Sheriff.

b. Belief

Belief is a state or habit on mind in which trust, confidence, reliance, is

place in some person or thing. Belief also talks about opinion or

something that a person holds to be true.

Datum 3 (Yahya convinced Robin to work together until Robin

believed what he was saying 23:25-24:03)

Yahya : My son and I want to stop it. But I can’t do it alone.

Robin : We’re just two men. What can we do?

Yahya : You’re only powerless, if you believe you’re powerless.

Follow me, England.

Robin : Ok!
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When Robin returned to Nottingham he was very happy because he could

meet again with Marian idol of his heart, but his hopes vanished when he found

out that Marian had a husband because a few years ago yes heard the news that

Robin died in the war. Robin who witnessed Marian making out with her husband

from a distance felt so angry and disappointed that he left the place, at that time

Yahya immediately met him and gave him an offer to work together. However,

Robin did not believe in Yahya, who was an Arab soldier who had tried to finish

him off in the battlefield. Without him realizing Yahya infiltrated their ship to

follow Robin who had tried to save his son who was about to be executed by

Gisbourne first, that was the reason Yahya chose Robin to work together against

the Nottingham government and convinced Robin that he had great power to save

his citizens from cruelty. the government and can avenge the death of Yahya's

child.

The reason why the researchers chose this scene as one of the moral values

in the aspect of belief because in this scene shows an effort to make someone to

belief with the strength or ability to fight injustice. It is not an easy matter to make

others believe in strangers who have just met, an effort to convince someone

needs their own abilities so that the effort made to make someone believe can

succeed. Like when Yahya convinced Robin to work with him in helping Robin

and his citizens and get justice for his son.

Datum 4 (When Yahya made Robin believe that Marian would love

him again because of God 29:25-30:42).
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Yahya : It’s too dangerous for her and us. If we get cought, they

will kill us all. No metter how much you want to, you

cannot go down there. If you love her stick to the plan.

Robin : I still love her ( Crying )

Yahya : I don’t cross on ocean to watch you crawl into a bottle.

Maybe she will love you again, InshAllah, when she

finds out the truth of what we’re doing. But not before

then.

Robin : Well, the let’s get on with it.

Robin finally believed and agreed with Yahya's invitation to work together

against the cruel Nottingham government. Until the two of them returned to

Robin's old house and and discussed, after discussion Robin continued his

activities with arrow training so that he was more skillful in using the arrow to

launch the action later while being trained by Yahya. Suddenly Merian came and
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shouted from outside the house, calling Robin's name because he wanted to check

whether the person he had seen was really his lover Robin who was declared dead

five years ago on the battlefield. Robin heard Marian and felt so happy that she

wanted to run out to say hello to Marian but she was banned by Yahya, because

they had just come to Nottingham and made a plan. Yahya is afraid, Marian will

find out about their plans and will become a barrier. That's when John convinced

Robin that God would return Marian to him later, InshaAllah. Until Robin

believed and did not meet Marian.

c. Kind-Hearted

Kind is the equivalent of what has offered or received. Kind is

applying more often to the disposition to sympath and helpfulness.

Kindly is stressing more the expression of the sympathetic, helful

nature, mood or impluse (a kind person with a kindly interest in the

problem of other).

Datum 5 (Robin apologizes to Yahya for not being able to save his

child 22:50-23:13 )
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Robin : I’m sorry I couldn’t save him.

Yahya : But you tried to. In all my years of war, I’ve never seen

anything like it. That’s why I chose you.

Robin : Chose me? What for?

Yahya : This war, all wars, and everything happening here, it’s as

old as time.

After the war in the Arab lands was over, all Crusaders were returned

home to England. Robin, who was one of the nobles in Nottingham, was returned

to his home, while on his way back to Nottingham, Robin was treated because he

was injured from trying to help Yahya when his son would be slaughtered by his

friend, Gisbourne. At that time, Yahya saw that Robin was different from the

other crusaders, Robin still had a heart and tried to save his son Saleem even

though Robin failed to stop Gisbourne from helping him. However, Robin's

resistance against Gosbourne's actions made Yahya sure that he must repay Robin

also after arriving in Nottingham to see the chaos, Yahya also wanted to help

Robin eradicate government actions that made his people miserable. That's when

they met again and Yahya offered to cooperate, Robin initially refused but Yahya

did not give up convincing Robin that he would help Robin who had been injured

while trying to fight his troops for Yahya. Eventually they reached an agreement

and returned to Robin's old residence to draw up a plan of resistance.
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Datum 6 (Robin saved Tuck when he was going to be killed by the

Sheriff 1:07:16-1:08:07 )

Robin : Confess!

Franklin : Just kill him.

Robin : Wait! The commoners love this worm. And I think he

wants to be their martyr. So let’s give him a fate worse

that death. Revoke his church. Defrock him! And throw

him to the streets. That should cut him a little deeper

that any blade could.

Tuck : Don’t! You can’t! Your Grace, please!

The Sheriff and Church Priest who is the seat of government in

Nottingham are busy discussing their plans to move the property they have

collected from the common people. Then Tuck was suddenly caught stealing the

keys to the treasure storage room and important government documents, when
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that happened the Sheriff immediately ordered his troops to kill Tuck who had

betrayed but Robin came and tried to thwart the plot to kill Tuck by pretending to

snap at him and give him the punishment which he said was more painful than

death was firing Tuck from his position as a monk of the church he liked so much

and letting Tuck live on the streets, Robin also pulled Tuck's cross necklace which

was her identity as a monk while screaming. Robin tried to save Tuck's life by

lying like that in front of the Sheriff and Priestess until Sheriff believed Robin and

canceled his intention to kill Tuck, but fired Tuck from his job.

d. Honesty

Honesty is estimable character, fairness and straight forwardness of

conduct or adherence to be fact. Honesty also is a facet of moral

character that connotes positive and virtuous attributes such as

integrity, truthfulness, straightforwardness, including

strainghtforwardness of conduct, along with the absence of lying,

cheating, theft, etc.

Datum 7 (Marian honesty confessed his admiration for Robin Hood

1:03:05-1:03:16)
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Marian : He’s all of us. That’s what counts.

Robin : Ah... So you’re an admirer.

Marian : He has his qualities.

Will : Marian, there you are.

One of the devious plans of the Nottingham government is to hold a

massive party specifically for rich people because they provide various kinds of

gambling games to rob the rich people by gambling. Robin was also invited

because he was one of the nobles who was very friendly and kind, always giving

abundant tax money. Marian also attended because he was the leader of the people

of Notthingham's subordinates. When they met, people were busy talking about a

man who wore a hood and stole all the tax money from the people, then Marian

whispered to Robin and admitted that he was very impressed with the brave man.

Although the mysterious figure Hood was stealing, but the results are always

shared with the small people that makes Marian amazed and expressed it to

Robin. Unknowingly realized that the man he considered a hero was Robin

disguised. Then suddenly Will comes and greets Marian to make Robin jealous of

him.

Datum 8 (Robin Hood finally honest and reveal his true identity so that

people believe and want to fight with him 1:25:15-1:25:48)
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Will : All your thievery has done. Is drive the sheriff to declare

war on on us. You have no voice here

Robin : Then I’ll show you my face

Will : Are we supposed to be impessed. The good Lord of

Loxley has cam down from on high. To tell us, the

peasedants, what to do? Well let me tell you something.

This is not your manor.

Marian : Let him talk.

The Nottingham government became even more cruel to the people, until

finally Will as their main leader took the initiative to invite the people to leave

Nottingham. But not as smoothly as planned, some people do not want to leave

their homes because they want to survive and fight. They believe that the men

who wear hoods that they consider heroes will help them survive. There was an

extraordinary debate between Will and the people who refused, then came Marian

and Robin who agreed to stay and survive against the Nottingham government

that was cruel to them. Will did not remain silent, he told the people not to believe
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in the foreign man who covered his face and according to him pretending to be

good, according to Will, the man with the mood could be ordered by the

government. Because of that debate until Robin admitted that he was the man in

the hood and opened his disguise. Until the people were convinced to work

together and fight the Nottingham government, they had hopes of usurping their

right back thanks to Robin who was a nobleman who had always helped them

long ago and even in times of difficulty Robin still helped by wearing a hood.

e. Responsibility

Being responsible is to have control and authority over something or

someone and the duty of taking care of it or them. Responsibility  is

the burden someone is obligated to fulfill in order to meet a particular

need. Someone’s level of meeteng his responsibilities shows how

trustworthy he is, particulary if he consistently meets his

responsibilities.

Datum 9 (Yahya feels responsible for his child’s safety 14:04-14:22)

Yahya : A thousand soldiers. To the East.
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Gisbourne : Our forces routed Tadmur the day before last. Something

else.

Yahya : I don’t have anything else! He’s my son. I’m just

trying to save my son.

Gisbourne : Well, if it’s any consolation

Saleem : Baba save me!

Gisbourne : You can’t.

When the battlefield, the Arab army was conquered by the crusaders but it

was not over. Gisbourne who was the leader of the crusaders was very cruel, after

capturing all the remaining Arab soldiers he massacred young soldiers and one of

them was Saleem son of Yahya bin Umar who was the leader of the Arab army.

When Saleem was about to be slaughtered, Yahya tried to save his son in various

ways, one of which he offered to replace his son's position, but Gisbourne refused

and asked Yahya to give him information about the tactics of the next Arab army.

Yahya also reluctantly told Gisbourne what he asked for in the hope of saving his

child, but Gisbourne was not satisfied and continued to cut off Saleem's head in

front of Yahya. That's when Robin rebelled and fought Gisbourne because he

didn't think it was appropriate to kill innocent children, but instead Gisbourne shot

Robin and sent them all back to Nottingham.

Datum 10 (Marian reminded people of responsibility to defend their

place 1:24:47-1:25:00).
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Lucy : Let ‘em come back and kill us all, I’m not running!

Will : Listen I hear you, but we cannot plan when we panic.

Marian : She’s right Will, we should stay and fight!

Will : Whit what? Pick and shovels? The City is in lock down

it is martial law.

A great debate took place between Will and Robin when Will was eager to

take the people away from the Nottingham government and Robin tried to

convince the people to stay, fight and fight to defend their property. Marian

supports Robin's plan, according to him there is nothing wrong if they fight and

fight for their rights rather than having to go like a loser. The people also believe

in Robin and Marian, Marian also convinced Will to join him against the

Nottingham government and they plan to stop and seize the treasures of

Nottingham which will be taken away by the government the next day. Will

agrees that great resistance ensues until finally they succeed in capturing the

treasures of Nottingham.
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B. Discussion

In this part, the researcher dicussed the data analysis that had been found

in Robin Hood Movie By Ben Chandler (2018). The researcher describe the moral

values portrayed in the movie.

1. Tolerance

Based on datum 1, Robin showed the attitude and nature of tolerance when

he had the opportunity to be able to kill Gisbourne in an underground cave but he

did not because he felt that he owed his life to Gisbourne who had saved him in

the war. This illustrates that a person still has tolerance for others even though the

person is not in line with it.

This scene illustrates the attitude of interfaith telerance shown at the

moment when Robin did not want to kill Gisbourne because of the human nature

or high tolerance possessed by Robin. In addition, Robin felt indebted because she

had been saved by Gisbourne when he was in a war. The main character in this

film does have the nature and attitude of great tolerance. This scene also shows

that there are morals that are worth emulating and applying in everyday life.

Tolerance is a term that means respect for different views and beliefs,

behaviors and practices. Tolerant person usually exudes confidence, he/she is

tolerant to other points of view, takes a proactive stance (Henderson, 2000:142).

Tolerance is an attitude of mutual respect, respect, and help towards groups or
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individuals in social relations. Even though we are in a state of urgency, a good

attitude of tolerance is still applied, because respecting others can have a positive

impact on ourselves and the environment.

Based on datum 2, Religious tolerance was shown by Yahya to the Sheriff

who was the leader of the crusaders, not believing in "ALLAH" as a Muslim god.

Yahya reminded that someday the Sheriff will meet with GOD when the time has

come. All criminal behavior committed by the Sheriff will be rewarded in kind.

This shows that Yahya still tried to convince the sheriff of the existence of God

even though he never believed.

In this scene tolerance is very prominent and very important because in

this scene it illustrates religious tolerance. Because tolerance related to religion in

this modern era is very difficult to find. Moment when our religion is

blasphemous by other religions, provoking ourselves to repay what has been done

by people who insult our religion. However, in this film religious tolerance is

highly valued as an effort to respect and remind one another as creatures that live

on the surface of this earth.

Weldon (2006:341) considers thsat “Tolerance is a fundamental principle

of the liberal democratic creed. It requires citizens to uphold and secure the rights

of groups, even those they find objectionable, to participate fully in political,

social, and economic life”. In religion we are taught to apply an attitude of

tolerance to other religions. because this can maintain security and prosperity in

coexistence with each other, respect each other respect, protect feelings and help
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each other help. This is also a form of goodness that has a positive impact on

social life.

The comparison of moral values contained in these two different literary

works is that in this study the researcher found a high sense of tolerance built by

the characters in this film so that moral values appear on the aspect of tolerance

depicted in this film. Tolerance in this film is not only related to the relationship

between humans and humans, but in this film tolerance is built in aspects of

human relations with God. While in Rafi Fitriani's research entitled An Analysis

of Moral Values in the novel "Oliver Twist" by Charles Dickens only found moral

values in the aspect of tolerance that builds a relationship between humans and

other humans.

2. Belief

Based on datum 3, belief reappeared upon seeing the firmness of yahya bin

umar who was a formidable Arab army to make Robin believe in him so that

robin would cooperate to stop the crime committed by the government in

Nottingham after all his assets were confiscated by the government and they

announced Robin's death until Robin finally believed and worked same with

Yahya.

Belief and Trust is an attitude that is shown by humans when they feel they

know enough and conclude that they have reached the truth. Because belief is an

attitude, then one's beliefs are not always true or mere beliefs are not guarantees

of truth (Weldon, 2006: 83). Belief is a person's willingness to rely on others
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where that person has confidence in him. Trust is also one of the provisions of life

that is very important for us to protect. Because without trust, life feels full of

suspicion and lies. Belief can grow when someone has a strong desire to save

others who are in a bad situation. Then, to convince ourselves to be trusted by

others is to show sincerity, sincerity and determination to help. Belief is the wise

attitude of a person who can be praised because trust in others is not an easy

matter to give the predicate. trust is obtained not by the amount of reinforcement,

given the match between words and deeds.

Based on Datum 4, belief is also illustrated when Marian who is Robin's

lover used to come looking for her but Robin was forbidden by Yahya to meet

him because the meeting could frustrate their plans until finally Yahya assured

Robin that Marian would return to him with God's permission and Robin believed

in Yahya's words.

The moral value in this film is illustrated when one of the characters is in

order to convince someone let alone matters related to feelings. the effort to build

trust in this scene is very strong because one of the figures named Yahya

convinced Robin to entrust his feelings to the greatness of God. If everything we

rely only on the almighty then our level of trust in the results of patience will

produce goodness. The moral value of belief in this scene is illustrated when

Yahya convinced Robin not to meet Marian because of the wrong time, and left

everything to the power of God.
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Belief is the attitude that something is the case or true, in other hand the

term belief to refer to personal attitudes associated with true or false ideas and

concepts. However, belief does not require active introspection and

circumspection (Harris:104). Belief which is related to God will definitely

produce something good because there is no doubt when we believe in God. If we

rely on God, then everything will surely go well. This was proven when Robin

believed that what would be his would not be exchanged. In this case, Yahya

convinced Robin to entrust everything to the power of God regarding the story of

his love for Marian.

The comparison depicted in Fanni Yasa (2014) in her thesis titled "The

Analysis of Moral Values Found in Nathaniel Hawthorne's Short Story" The

Golden Touch "and Its Application in English Language Teaching" with this

research is that the belief aspect is not found in research Fanni Yasa because

Fanni Yasa's research only focuses on positive and negative moral values that are

associated with an increase in students' vocabulary in the field of education.

In the study of Ibnusina Irvany (2014) with the title "Analysis of Moral

Values as Seen in the Film" Rise of the Guardians "discusses broader moral

values. the context of moral values found is deeper and the mastery of material is

very concrete. found moral values not found in this research are love, affection,

enthusiasm, Bravery, loyalty, peace loving, perseverance, sacrificing for other,

sincerity and self-confidence. Whereas in this research the reasearcher only

focuses on moral values based on Sam Harris theory there are tolerance, belief,

kind hearted, honesty and responsibility.
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3. Kind-Hearted

Based on datum 5, Kind Hearted in this scene is depicted when Robin

apologized to Yahya and felt very sorry for failing to save his child when he

would be executed by his troops in the battlefield. Robin's kindness is illustrated

very sincerely to apologize to Yahya and this makes Yahya like Robin and sure to

invite him to work together in eradicating crime in Nottingham.

Kind hearted does not only include giving, forgiving or let go. However, a

regret is also included in Kind hearted, sometimes someone is very sorry for

having failed to help people who really want to be helped due to circumstances

that do not support. The reason reseacher chose this scene as kind hearted was

because Robin felt very sorry for failing to save the son of Yahya who was

executed by his friend who was a crusader from Nottingham. Robin still feels

compelled to help the children of Yahya for humanitarian reasons. Robin's

kindness was reflected in her sincere apologies and felt sorry for Yahya.

Hornby (2010: 822) states that the kind-hearted is the quality of being

kind. It is the act or the state of being marked by good and charitable behavior,

pleasant character, and concern for others. One form of kind hearted is to

apologize. Kind hearted to admit mistakes is needed so that our sense of humanity

can be maintained. Humans never escape error, but that does not mean not escape

from mistakes that make mistakes again and again continuously. Forgiveness and

forgiveness in life activities are very important and should be done by anyone

who has wronged others, in any form. This is illustrated when Robin apologized
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to Yahya for failing to save his Jewish son when he was about to be killed by

Gasbourne.

Based on datum 6, Robin showed kind hearted when he tried to save Tuck

when he was about to be killed by the Sheriff because he was considered a traitor

in the church which is the center of government in Nottingham by trying to divert

the emotions of the Sheriff and the Bishop who were eager to end Tuck's life. But

Robin quickly gave input so that Tuck was fired from the position he loved.

Robin's generosity to save one's life greatly illustrates the attitude of a social

being.

The attitude and helpful nature of help are also part of Kind hearted. In

social life, we must prioritize kindness so that life can be harmonious and

peaceful. Helping others when in distress can also have a positive impact on

oneself, giving a sense of peace and sincerity. Although often a person must be

forced to lie to help others. That is the reason why the researchers chose this scene

which contains moral values in its main life in kind heated. as happened when

Robin was forced to lie to Sherriff so as not to kill Tuck.

Kind hearted is a value that is considered important across religions. It's

never too late to do good in this life. Kindness coupled with sincerity can give us

happiness as well as others. Everyone has the kindness and conscience to help

others, even though sometimes in compulsion a person lies in order to save others.

Like Tuck experienced when he was about to be killed by the Sheriff, Robin

saved him despite having to lie and get him fired from the Nothingam church.
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Kind hearted in this reseach talks about kindness, sincerity and help

please. The researcher is more focused on the kindness of the characters depicted

through social scenes. Whereas in the study of Ibnusina Irvany (2014) with the

title "Analysis of Moral Values as Seen in the Film" Rise of the Guardians

"discusses broader moral values of kind hearted which are found to be more

general like help, helping, feeling, love, sincerity and loyalty: Although both use

the same object, which is film, but the genre that distinguishes these two films, in

this research uses the film war genre while research on Ibnusina Irvany (2014)

with the title "Analysis of Moral Values as Seen in the Film" Rise of the

Guardians "discusses broader moral values using the fantasy genre, so that the

found moral values are different.

4. Honesty

Based on datum 7, honesty is illustrated when Marian admits to Robin that

she really admires the hero who wears Hood and always helps the oppressed little

people. The hero succeeded in capturing the hearts of the people thanks to his

sincerity in helping. Having honesty within yourself is like having a very valuable

treasure.

The honesty is portrayed in this film when Marian admits that Mariam

greatly admires Robin for the hero they call Hood, Marian expressed her honesty

in front of the crowd and responded well by the people around her. The honesty

shown in this film is closely related to social life, honesty is a very crucial thing

because honestly life will run peacefully and peacefully, because something
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related to lies will have a negative impact on oneself, others, and the environment.

This is what made the researcher choose this scene and decided to include it in the

category of moral values in the honesty aspect.

Bok (1999: 21) argues for a “principle of veracity” that respects human

dignity and autonomy by emphasizing the centrality of honesty and truthfulness as

the foundation of human relations. She points out that our choices, if they are to

be free and rational, depend on our judgments about what is true and what is false.

Honesty is a noble and important attitude for everyone to have. We will get the

trust of others when we always uphold honesty. People who cannot be honest

besides being forbidden by religion will also be easily shunned by those around

them. Whatever the situation, don't ever act dishonestly including lying. Try to

always say according to the truth. This is illustrated when Marian admitted to

Robin that he really admired hood, the hero who had been helping and fighting for

the rights of the small people who were oppressed by Nottingham.

Based on datum 8, Honesty was shown again when Robin Hood revealed

his true identity so that the people were sure to join him in defending their rights.

This is one attitude that is highly commendable and beneficial to oneself and

others. Because it's not easy for someone to express honesty that puts his life in

danger.

Honesty is an attitude that shows one's true identity. someone who is

always honest in both words and actions, even though bitter and risky, can be sure

that he has good moral integrity. High up honesty can make everyone believe and
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feel safe around us. This is the reason The researchers chose this scene, because

Robin Hood dares to tell his true identity to people that Robin Hood is Robin's

guise in order to help them fight an unjust and arbitrary government to them.

Although it has risks and can endanger Robin's life.

On the other hand, Mahon ( 2007: 189 ) defines the term “honest” as “free

of deceit; truthful and sincere; morally correct and virtuous.” In turn, the terms

“dishonesty” or “deception” may be understood simply as the opposite of honesty.

To put it in more precise terms, however, these terms involve statements or

actions designed “to intentionally cause another person to have or continue to

have a false belief that is known or truly believed to be false by bringing about

evidence on the basis of which the person has or continues to have the false

belief”.

Honesty is something that is expensive. In fact, it can't be bought with

anything. Honesty must be instilled in each of us, under any circumstances and

conditions. Because, honesty is the highest honor possessed by someone. If the

value of honesty has disappeared from someone, then his honor and dignity are no

longer meaningful. This is illustrated when Robin admitted that he was a Robin

Hood hero who was admired by everyone so that the community believed and

fought with him against Nottingham's crime.

An honesty portrayal of Fanni Yasa's (2014) research in her thesis titled

"The Analysis of Moral Values Found in Nathaniel Hawthorne's Short Story" The

Golden Touch "and Its Application in English Language Teaching" is not so
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extensive because Fanni Yasa's research focuses on positive morals and negative,

so the explanation of honesty is more shortened and not specifically found scenes

that show specific honesty. In addition to Fanni Yasa's research, the focus is on

the relationship of moral values with the field of education. Fanni Yasa also

focuses on negative moral values contained in a short story entitled "The Golden

Touch". Whereas this research focuses more specifically on finding honesty in the

Robin Hood movie scene. Object differences are also illustrated in this research

between film and short story.

5. Responsibility

Based on datum 9, a great sense of responsibility must be owned by a

father towards his child. like when Yahya leaked his war strategy to the crusaders

to save his son would be executed by Gisbourne the elite army of Nottingham.

Almost everyone wants to live happily without much effort. In fact, a responsible

attitude will make life more meaningful and an opportunity to establish

meaningful relationships and achieve success in life.

The reason for choosing this scene as a moral value as an aspect of

responsibility is because the character in this character shows a great

responsibility to save his child. Every effort has been made to save his child as

something very valuable in his life. A father's responsibility to his child is

exemplary, his high sense of protection, ownership, and love for a father is clearly

illustrated in this scene. This was illustrated when Yahya tried to save his son by

leaking the war strategy of his troops to the cruel crusaders.
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Based on datum 10, the attitude of responsibility also appears when

Marian invites the people to stay and maintain their residence. The high sense of

responsibility to maintain what is already owned shows something very positive

as a form of responsibility. Safeguarding something is a big responsibility,

including efforts to protect property rights that will be usurped. A high sense of

belonging and responsibility is a picture of moral values that need to be improved

in social life. In this scene, the researcher focuses on efforts to defend their rights

such as a place to live that will be seized by a cruel government and has little

moral value to the people. as was the case when Marian tried to invite all the

people to stay and fight for their homes that would be captured by the Nottingham

government. The sense of responsibility must be possessed by all people as self

defense in socializing in the midst of society as social beings. In essence each

individual can be held responsible. Bok ( 1999:178 ) said that moral brings some

goal for each individual. From the social laws live in the societies, moral expects

each individual can find their true identify and their role in society. It is interting

because moral is also influenced by a culture which makes moral become rich and

have difference standard.

In this study the responsibilities depicted in this film through the flow

scene that is back and forth. In previous research from Rafy Fitriani (2015) in her

thesis titled "An Analysis of Moral Values in the novel" Oliver Twist "by Charles

Dickens, there were no moral values found in the aspect of responsibility.

Whereas in the study of Ibnusina Irvany (2014) with the title "Analysis of Moral

Values as Seen in the Film" Rise of the Guardians "discusses broader moral
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values in the aspect of responsibility depicted in the film stating that responsibility

must be owned by all people in aspects of life.

In this research, we can see some moral values that are drawn through

scenes which are very related to our social life. Some moral values depicted in

this film such as tolerance, belief, kind-hearted, honesty and responsibility are

very close to our lives. We can apply the moral values depicted in the Robin Hood

2018 film in everyday life. Actually, in every literary work containing moral

values that we can take and learn, it all depends on the view of the reader or

audience in taking every wisdom presented in the literary work.

The weakness of this research can be seen from the differences in the

theory in analyzing moral values in literary works. The difference between the

Sam Harris theory used in this study with Kinnier et.al's theory of moral values

can be seen from the component compilation part by section in compiling the

moral values framework. Kinnier et.al's theory is more specific because it

discusses moral values from various aspects as in the theory below.

There are four major and specific categories of moral values proposed by

Kinnier et.al.as follows:

1. Commitment to something greater than oneself

a. To recognize the meaning and purpose of one’s existence

b. To seek truth

c. To seek justice
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2. Self-respect, but with humbleness or respect to others, self-discipline, and

acceptance of personal responsibility

a. To respect and care for one-self

b. To not exalt one-self, avoid greediness, and self-centeredness

c. To act with conscience

d. To accept responsibility of one’s behaviour

3. Respect and caring for others

a. To recognize the connectedness between all people

b. To serve and to be helpful to humankind and individuals

c. To be caring, respectful, compassionate, tolerant, and forgiving to

others

d. To not hurt others (do not murder, abuse, steal from, cheat, or lie to

others)

4. Caring for other living things and environment.

Whereas the Sam Harris theory in this study is sufficient to

describe the five moral values which are a summary of the theory put

forward by Kinnier et.al. Overall the theory put forward by Sam Harris

illustrates all aspects of Values in social life. Kinnier et.al. explain more

deeply and details related to the values drawn in a literary work.
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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. After finding and

analyzing the moral values in Robin Hood Movie the researcher gives some

conclution and suggestion to the readers.

A. Conclusion

After analysing the data, the researcher concludes the result of the

research. In movie Robin Hood, the researcher found the moral values: 1).

Tolerance portrayedd when Robin and Gisbourne fight and they are still

remember their memori when they were war in Arab, and Yahya explain to

Sheriff when Yahya in locked up in the jail, 2). Belief in this movie described

when Yahya convinced Robin to work together until Robin believed what he was

saying, and the next is when Yahya made Robin believe that Marian would love

him again because of God. 3), The third is Kind-Hearted, it also show in the scene

Robin apologizes to Yahya for not being able to save his child, and the second one

is when Robin saved Tuck when he was going to be killed by the Sheriff, 4).

Honesty in this movie present when Marian honesty confessed his admiration for

Robin Hood and Robin Hood finally honest, and reveal his true identity so that

people believe and want to fight with him, and 5). Responsibility portrayed when

Yahya feels responsible for his child’s safety, and Marian reminded people of

responsibility to defend their place.
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B. Suggestion

1. For further research, the researcher suggests that to learn more about moral

values in literary work in order to generate more spesific research about

kinds of moral values in literary works.

2. The researcher realizes that this research is far from being perfect.

Mistakes and weakness still happened in many aspects positive suggestion

and criticism still researcher needed to make the next study better.
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